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 It means looking after your health, wanting to look your very best, and knowing that it isn't
conceited, egotistical, or selfish to take action. Nothing at all! Though it's her hubby, Dr. Robin
says, "To me, maturing gracefully isn't accepting what aging does for you. She also provides
insider information from a panel of best experts in the regions of fitness, nutrition, skin care,
menopause, hair, make-up, and style., Robin shares her journey, including the good and the bad,
and the secrets for staying healthy and in form. In What's Age Got to Perform with it? Phil, who
has his personal nationally-syndicated talk display, Robin McGraw's appearances on the display
draw thousands of questions from viewers of all ages who wish to know how she looks and
feels therefore fabulous at age fifty-five.What's age got to do with it?"
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Take what you need from it. Some parts are very interesting.! While I don't actually care about
hair/make-up and advice on fashion, there was plenty of health, nourishment and wellness
information in here that I was able to learn from . Interesting and Inspirational. wow . Wisdom
from Robin McGraw - Really, I'm discover ways to look after myself in a complete new way!
Robin explains her adventures to doctors offices, life changes, and how she trail blazed for us
women who may not have period or the contacts to do the study for ourselves! Enjoy how she
writes and is very down to earth. Maybe this particular book will be more helpful for those 55
years and younger. Robin very uplifting Sort of motivating Robin writes a publication that is
somewhat motivating, interesting, and informative. It's a treasured books in my own collection,
thanks :). She provides a an easy task to follow format with the purpose of determining what
options are available and how exactly to live an overcoming lifestyle at any age! An interesting
read Having finished Robins book after reading the review articles of others We was amazed.
inspirational! Robin has through the years become a wealthy celebrity. She is gorgeous both
inside and out. Her message in this publication is one all ladies need to browse and consider.
We all get tied up in lifestyle and occasionally forget who we have been. Robin tackles the
process of "middle-ageing" with encouragement, wit and empathy. Many thanks Robin for
posting your guidelines, tricks and advice with others. Inppirational! In case you are concerned
about healthful aging and keeping your health, diet and fitness, i quickly certainly recommend
this audiobook. Love this publication by Robin. We don't have to live a half lifestyle or believe
the previous stories passed on from generation-to-generation (I really believe she said
something in this book to this effect). It is extremely focused on what she's done and what
works for her. Enjoyed! She ownes the publication now I actually ordered it for my wife because
she was usually borrowing it from the library she loves it Informational I was looking for some
new info regarding being the very best you can be as you age. Waste materials of money Classy
lady Interesting bio Excellent Loved it. I am 62 yrs . old and have done a lot of healthful living
reading., get out of balance and what to do to fight back. Five Stars Amazing & Being a women,
Child, Wife and Mom, our functions are varied and full. I really enjoyed this audiobook.!!
Recommend to all or any my friends!!! Don't waste your money This book is awful. She comes
across to me as self absorbed; Wisdom from Robin McGraw - Really, I'm learn how to take care
of yourself in a whole new way!.must be the Beverly Hills lifestyle. Wish she writes a new one
updating us on all her routines/assistance, and items she uses! not for me personally. The book
was perfectly written and very informative, however, I found very little new information.
Inspirational. Started me considering hormones and early menopause, which I previously hadn't
thought about at 40. It doesn't provide useful suggestions or principles that can be adapted by
other females. I'm a big enthusiast of Robin and her hubby. Many thanks Robin for this reserve, I
believe it is really motivated by love for your own mother, herself and the all females (and men)
who don't understand what they are able to do about the natural changes a person goes
through and how hormones, etc. I was looking for an inspiring reserve on aging not really a book
on her behalf daily regimen; Great Gift This book is my head to gift for friends over 40. We don't
need Robins wealth to place her suggestions into practice. Her upbeat 'we're in this jointly'
attitude is contagious!
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